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What’s the goal here ? 
A core-collapse supernova in our Galaxy is expected to create thousands of  
νe events in the DUNE far detector 
It will be possible to track the time evolution of the spectrum with such high 
statistics. 
Oscillations will imprint information from the inner regions of the explosion 
on the observed spectra. 
Wind termination shocks in neutrino-driven outflows will play a key role in 
determining the observable signals in DUNE. 
How do wind termination shocks form ? 
Observable signatures in DUNE ?



Core-collapse supernova explosion

We focus at late times (2-8 s)



Oscillations within Supernovae

Arcones (2007)



Experimental signatures of wind termination shock



Neutrino-Driven outflows

Supersonic

Subsonic

Studied since 1990s, still an active field:

Studied in the context of general outflow properties, 


Nucleosynthesis sites, sterile neutrinos etc. 

Motivated by observable signatures, we revisit the problem.



Wind vs. Breeze
Winds - Termination shock  Breezes 

Arcones 15 M⊙ (2007) Fischer 18 M⊙ (2010)

                 
 Some simulations get winds, some get breezes - Are


these consistent ?


How can these numerical results be understood analytically ?



2) First two b.c : Initial Temperature (T) and entropy (S) at starting radius R.


3) What should the third boundary condition (b.c) be ?

  4) Existing literature : presupposes supersonic solutions (Thompson 2001) ,

 Outer boundary pressure for subsonic solutions (Qian Woosley 1996, Otsuki 2001)


5) Different boundary conditions used for supersonic and subsonic outflows.

Supersonic and subsonic solutions treated differently.

6) Our approach : Use outer boundary pressure for both Supersonic and Subsonic.

                      Change far end pressure (P) from very high to zero continuously  

Semi-analytical formulation of neutrino winds

1) Steady-state spherically symmetric equations with mass conservation, Newton’s 2nd 
law and entropy generation. 3 Coupled differential equations needs 3 boundary cond. 




Outflow solutions in neutrino-driven outflows 

1) Critical density below which solutions 

are supersonic.


2) Above critical density, solutions are subsonic.


 3) Both supersonic and subsonic described using 

outer boundary pressure as the far condition
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Scaling law for critical density :

Numerical estimate

4

FIG. 3. Number of events expected between 2.2 and 3.2 s in
a 40 kton liquid argon detector, from a supernova at 3 kpc,
with (dashed) and without (solid) the termination shock.

out bound, while the density jump reaches its limiting
value for relativistic shocks, (�+1)/(��1) = 7, with the
polytropic index � = 4/3.

Let us return to the curve with a cusp, which sepa-
rates the subsonic and supersonic phases of the outflow.
By analogy with hydrodynamics of nozzle flows [45, 46],
one can call it the critical curve and the corresponding
far density the critical density, ⇢f,crit. By iterating the
parameters of the problem—L, ✏, M , and R—we discover
that ⇢f,crit obeys the following relation:

⇢f,crit / L2.69M�4R0.9✏5.1. (5)

Importantly, this scaling law can be understood analyti-
cally, as will be discussed in detail elsewhere,

⇢f,crit / L8/3✏16/3R2/3M�4. (6)

The most remarkable aspect of Fig. 2 is that the out-
flow in a supernova is near-critical. Indeed, for L =
8⇥ 1051 erg/s, R = 20 km, ✏ = 20 MeV and M = 1.4M�
we find that the critical density is ⇢f,crit = 3.2 ⇥ 103

gm/cm3, which is within the right order of magnitude
for the post-shock conditions several seconds into the ex-
plosion of an ⇠ 11M� progenitor (cf. [32, 42]).

Conversely, for a fixed far density, the outflow can de-
velop a termination shock by increasing neutrino heating.
As an example, in Fig. 1, the top panel was obtained from
the bottom one by increasing the average neutrino energy
from 20 MeV to 25.3 MeV (keeping L = 5⇥ 1051 erg/s).

This near-critical nature makes supernova outflows
quite distinct from many other astrophysical systems
with winds, such as solar winds [44] or pulsar wind neb-
ulae [47]. In those other cases, the outflows reach super-
sonic speeds well before they run into interstellar matter.

We can now reconcile the seemingly disparate numer-
ical results in the literature. Ref. [32], which uses high
heating rates, obtains very robust shocks. Ref. [18] does

not have termination shocks because the simulations of
the Livermore group used a heavy, 20M�, progenitor (see
Fig. 5 in [24]), with concomitantly high density in the
post-shock region. Ref. [42] also has no termination shock
for a 18M� progenitor, while, for a 10.8M� progenitor,
a termination shock appears for t = 3 s. Using our re-
sults in Fig. 2, we estimate that for heating rates similar
to Ref. [42], the boundary between progenitors that de-
velop termination shocks at t = 2 � 3 s and those that
do not lies around 12M�. This estimate needs to be
investigated with detailed numerical simulations.

We also stress that the shock properties can be time-
dependent [42]. This is explained by the interplay of
the evolving neutrino luminosities and post-shock den-
sity. As the critical condition is crossed, the shock ap-
pears at the sonic point and moves out, or travels back-
wards towards the sonic point and disappears. This
phenomenon is physically distinct from a reverse shock,
which is caused by the front shock hitting a density fea-
ture in the progenitor profile [48] and a detailed analysis
is required [49, 50]. Thus, it is essential to extend numer-
ical simulations [11, 13, 15, 51–53], which are often cut
o↵ at 1-2 s, to the entire duration of the neutrino signal.

Neutrino signatures.— The overall conclusion of
this analysis is that the existence and properties of the
termination shock o↵er a sensitive probe of the physical
conditions inside the exploding star. What are the cor-
responding neutrino signatures of this physics? Fig. 3
shows two spectra that could be observed in the DUNE-
like 40 kt liquid argon detector, with and without the
termination shock, for profiles from [32]. The oscilla-
tion calculation includes 3-flavor matter e↵ects as well
as collective neutrino oscillations [54] computed in multi-
energy, multi-angle, spherically symmetric approach [55].
Normal mass hierarchy is assumed, as seems to be fa-
vored by the latest oscillation data from T2K [56, 57]
and NOvA experiments [58, 59], as reflected in global fits
[60, 61]. The signal is simulated using the SNOwGLoBES
[62] package and integrated from 2.2 to 3.2 seconds. The
Figure shows that the impact of the shock on the de-
tectable signal could have 5-sigma statistical significance
for a source at 3 kpc. Details of the calculations and the
analysis strategies will be discussed elsewhere.

Conclusions.— We demonstrated that the formation
and properties of the termination shock at the end of
the neutrino-driven outflow inside an exploding super-
nova are sensitive to the physical conditions that exist
inside a core-collapse supernova several seconds into the
explosion. While the shockwave and the central engine
are shrouded from the outside by the stellar envelope,
pronounced signatures of the termination shock are im-
printed in the neutrino signal. These signatures open
up additional physics opportunities for the upcoming
large detectors, such as DUNE. We hope that our semi-
analytical results on the shock physics can be supported
and improved with detailed numerical simulations, and
also applied to other environments, such as binary merg-
ers [63–65].

Analytical estimate :
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•      Termination shocks form only for densities below the critical value.

•      Critical progenitor mass 12 M. Termination shocks between 2-4 sec.

•       Existing numerical simulations can be reconciled with this approach.

•    Supernova neutrino driven outflows are naturally close to critical.

•     Running present day simulations for longer times can give shocks.




Analogy : De laval nozzle theory 

In astrophysical settings : Bondi accretion, jets etc. 

Ref : Landau Lifshitz (Fluid mechanics)

Critical pressure



Observable signatures of termination shocks ?

Termination shocks have observable signatures in DUNE

5-sigma detection possible for 3 kpc 


Probe of the inner workings of supernovae



SUMMARY

• Supersonic and subsonic outflows can both be consistently 
solved with outer pressure boundary condition.


• Below the critical far boundary pressure, wind termination 
shocks will form.


• Neutrino-driven outflows are close to critical for a range of 
supernova masses.


• Termination shock signatures can be quite substantial.


• Tight collaborative efforts with experimentalists needed for 
assessing detectability.
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